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Melt speciation in the system Na2O–SiO2
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Abstract

The applicability of a speciation model to quantify the thermodynamic properties of silicate liquids was evaluated in the

Na2O–SiO2 system. Based on spectroscopic data, four sodium-silicate species with various numbers of bridging oxygen atoms

were considered. We used a thermodynamic model that assumed ideal mixing between the species and temperature-independent,

additive heat capacities of the species. Enthalpies and entropies of the melt species were determined by fitting experimental data.

Enthalpies and entropies for each species were determined by fitting either speciation data from spectroscopic investigations

or experimental data on mineral–melt equilibrium assemblages. Results were evaluated by comparing the calculated species

abundances and mineral–melt equilibrium temperature with the experimental data. No temperature or compositional

dependence of the quality of the fit was observed. An independent check of the applicability of the model is provided by

the fact that enthalpies and entropies of the species could be determined by fitting phase equilibrium data and used to reproduce

the speciation data. The excellent overlap of the experiments and the calculated values shows that in this system, the speciation

approach accurately reproduces melt properties. This evaluation of a speciation model suggests that it has a significant potential

to describe thermodynamic and physicochemical properties of silicate liquids. Moreover, for melt compositions in which the

speciation cannot be determined, information from phase diagrams can be used to resolve the speciation of the melt and,

potentially, speciation-dependent properties (e.g., the viscosity).
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1. Introduction

Determination of mineral–melt phase equilibria

and quantitative information on macroscopic proper-
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ties of silicate melts require accurate knowledge of the

thermodynamic properties of the melt phase. Exper-

imental studies are powerful means to provide such

information, but they can only be performed at

specific pressures, temperatures and compositions.

Conditions relevant to natural systems can often not

be reproduced in the laboratory. For a comprehensive

understanding of melt properties, existing experimen-
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tal data needs to be extrapolated. This additional step

requires the use of thermodynamic models.

Several models have been developed to calculate

thermodynamic properties of silicate melts in binary

and multicomponent systems. In the material sciences,

models such as THERMOCALC AB or FACTS have

successfully describe phase equilibria in binary and

some ternary systems (Pelton et al., 1997, 2000;

Blander, 2000). In multicomponent systems, the

MELTS (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995) and Thermocalc

(Holland and Powell, 1998, 2001) models have

provided highly valuable information on the behavior

of basaltic and granitic systems, respectively. All these

models have in common that they describe properties

of silicate melts through the properties of a minimum

number of components and a specific mixing model to

quantify properties of intermediate compositions.

These components are not, however, representative

of the structural species that exist in the melts.

In the last two decades, the rapid development of

analytical techniques such as Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (NMR) or Raman and infrared spectro-

scopy has allowed a significant progress in the

understanding of silicate melt structures (McMillan

et al., 1992; Stebbins et al., 1992, 1995; Mysen and

Frantz, 1992, 1994; Mysen, 1995, 1997; Mysen,

1999; McMillan and Wolf, 1995; Stebbins, 1995;

Richet and Bottinga, 1995; Maekawa and Yokokawa,

1997). With these techniques, it was established that

melts are a combination of a relatively small number

of species and that changes in physical and thermo-

dynamic properties of melts mainly reflect a change in

their relative abundance (Mysen, 2003).

The objective of this study is to evaluate the use

and applicability of a speciation model to quantify

thermodynamic properties of silicate liquids. In this

model, liquids are described through the properties of

the constituent species (rather than the components)

and variations in melt properties are accounted for by

variations in the relative abundance of these species.

The idea of using a speciation model is that it makes

use of the existing structural information on silicate

melts and the combination with chemical data should

yield a robust and broadly applicable model to derive

melt properties. We selected the well-investigated

Na2O–SiO2 system to conduct this test, as more data

are available for this binary join than for other

compositions.
2. Thermodynamic model

Spectroscopic studies have shown that silicate

melts in the system Na2O–SiO2 are made of several

sodium-silicate species, distinguished by their number

of bridging oxygen atoms (see McMillan and Wolf,

1995 for a review). To minimize the difference in the

thermodynamic properties of these species, we nor-

malized the species to the same number of Si atoms,

namely two. Thus, the species used in this study are

Si2O4, Na2Si2O5, Na4Si2O6 and Na6Si2O7, referred to

as Q4, Q3, Q2 and Q1, respectively. For each Qn, n is

the number of bridging oxygen atoms per silicon

tetrahedra. The relative abundance of melt species is

governed by the reactions

2Q3 ¼ Q2 þ Q4 ð1Þ

and

2Q2 ¼ Q1 þ Q3 ð2Þ

The compositions investigated range from N3S2 to

pure silica, where N is the number of moles of Na2O

and S the number of moles of SiO2. More Na2O-rich

compositions were not retained, as they are not

relevant to geological systems and no speciation data

is available to check the validity of the approach at

high Na contents. In addition, because of the large

difference in the properties of pure Na2O and Si-

bearing species, the ideal mixing assumption might

not be valid.

The free energy G of a species i at a given

temperature T is described by

GiT ¼ HiTr þ
Z T

T r

CpidT � T SiTr þ
Z T

T r

Cpi

T
dT

� �
ð3Þ

where Hi is the enthalpy, Si the entropy and Cpi
the

heat capacity of the species i. Tr is the reference

temperature of 298 K.

In Na2O–SiO2 melts, several studies have shown

that heat capacities can be accurately described

through the relative contribution of the components,

and that these heat capacities are independent of the

temperature (Richet et al., 1984; Wu et al., 1993;

Tangeman and Lange, 1998). In this study, we will

use this information to calculate Cp for the various

species by adding the partial contributions of the



Table 1

Speciation data in the SiO2–Na2O system

Composition Temperature (8C) Species abundances

Q2 Q3 Q4

NS2 469 0.084 0.832 0.084

505 0.121 0.758 0.121

527 0.091 0.817 0.091

571 0.098 0.803 0.098

572 0.130 0.741 0.130

620 0.086 0.829 0.086

637 0.134 0.732 0.134

669 0.107 0.785 0.107

700 0.154 0.691 0.154

718 0.113 0.774 0.113

771 0.149 0.702 0.149

773 0.119 0.762 0.119

825 0.120 0.760 0.120

833 0.159 0.683 0.159

878 0.133 0.734 0.133

899 0.153 0.693 0.153

929 0.139 0.723 0.139

961 0.147 0.705 0.147

996 0.136 0.728 0.136

1024 0.160 0.679 0.160

1052 0.140 0.721 0.140

1087 0.163 0.674 0.163

1144 0.159 0.683 0.159

1205 0.161 0.677 0.161

1267 0.165 0.669 0.165

1326 0.165 0.670 0.165

NS3 516 0.047 0.572 0.380

586 0.056 0.555 0.389

643 0.053 0.561 0.386

692 0.053 0.560 0.386

746 0.058 0.552 0.391

798 0.059 0.548 0.392

866 0.066 0.535 0.399

914 0.061 0.545 0.394

961 0.068 0.532 0.401

1021 0.072 0.524 0.405

1074 0.070 0.528 0.403

1118 0.078 0.511 0.411

NS4 637 0.012 0.475 0.512

700 0.013 0.475 0.513

771 0.017 0.466 0.517

833 0.013 0.473 0.513

899 0.017 0.466 0.517

961 0.018 0.464 0.518

1024 0.018 0.465 0.518

1087 0.019 0.462 0.519

1144 0.018 0.464 0.518

1205 0.017 0.466 0.517

1267 0.020 0.459 0.520

1326 0.021 0.458 0.521

1386 0.021 0.459 0.521

1386 0.021 0.457 0.521

Table 1 (continued)

Composition Temperature (8C) Species abundances

Q2 Q3 Q4

NS4 1457 0.019 0.462 0.519

1523 0.025 0.451 0.525

NS5 771 0.005 0.391 0.605

899 0.006 0.389 0.606

1024 0.006 0.388 0.606

1144 0.008 0.383 0.608

1267 0.007 0.386 0.607

1386 0.007 0.386 0.607

1457 0.008 0.384 0.608

1523 0.009 0.382 0.609

1587 0.007 0.386 0.607

1651 0.011 0.379 0.611

NS7 787 0.008 0.271 0.721

920 0.007 0.272 0.720

1052 0.005 0.277 0.718

1165 0.007 0.273 0.720

1214 0.005 0.278 0.718

1279 0.005 0.277 0.718

1338 0.005 0.277 0.718

1401 0.007 0.274 0.720

1463 0.006 0.274 0.719

1535 0.009 0.270 0.722

1608 0.008 0.271 0.721
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components. Thus, to describe the free energy of the

species, we need to fit only their respective enthalpies

and the entropies at the reference temperature.

To determine properties of bulk liquids, we assume

that species mix ideally, i.e., that the configurational

entropy is given by the mixing of the Q-species and

that there is no excess free energy of mixing between

the species. The former assumption could be

improved by using viscosity data to constrain the

entropy of mixing in the calculation (Toplis, 2001).

The latter assumption is justified by the fact that most

energetic changes in this system occur when Si is

added to pure Na2O melt (Navrotsky, 1995). The

choice of using only SiO2-bearing species drastically

reduces the interaction energies between the species,

i.e., any excess free energy of mixing. The same

assumption of ideal mixing was successfully used by

Gurman (1990) in a similar approach to investigate

this Na2O–SiO2 system.

The assumption of ideal mixing between the

species precludes an accurate description of the

liquid–liquid immiscibility that occurs at high SiO2

contents (e.g., Vedishcheva et al., 1998; Hovis et al.,

2004) and which affect properties of glasses at low
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temperatures (Jarry and Richet, 2001) and the proper-

ties of the liquids (Hovis et al., 2004). Description of

this miscibility gap requires the use of interaction

parameters, presumably between Q3 and Q4 species.

However, this miscibility gap closes at 1110 K, and

this interaction does not appear to influence the high

temperature modeling conducted in this study. Thus,

the interaction parameter cannot be accurately deter-

mined with this approach and was neglected.
Fig. 1. Measured and calculated species abundances as a function of

temperature for various compositions. Symbols are measured species

abundances, reported in Table 1, and used to fit thermodynamic

properties of melt species. Lines are the calculated species abundan-

ces using the thermodynamic properties obtained by fitting this data
3. Existing data

3.1. Spectroscopic data

Mysen and Frantz (1992, 1993) used Raman

spectroscopy to measure the relative abundance of

species as a function of temperature and composition in

silica-rich melts of the Na2O–SiO2 binary system.

Quantification of the species abundance was obtained

by calibrating Raman cross sections with NMR

measurements on glasses of the same composition.

These studies assumed that calibration factors were

independent of the composition, and recent measure-

ments revealed that this is not strictly correct. Thus,

new calibration factors for several compositions along

this binary were acquired and the Raman data was re-

interpreted (Cody et al., 2001; Mysen et al., 2003;

Mysen, unpublished data). For compositions NS5 and

NS7, the calibration factors were obtained by inter-

polating existing data of the Q3 abundance as a function

of the composition. The speciation data used in this

study are reported in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 1.

Speciation data provide very strong constraints on

the thermodynamic properties of melt species as the

temperature and compositional dependence of the

species abundance permits a direct quantification of

the enthalpy and entropy of the species.

3.2. Phase equilibria

Equilibrium conditions between solids andmelts are

well known in the system under investigation and a

summary of the available data is presented in Wu et al.

(1993). In the present study, we used the 23 exper-

imental points with bulk liquid compositions of

between 41 and 96 mol% SiO2 to fit the thermody-

namic properties of the different species. These liquids
.

are in equilibrium with six solid phases (Fig. 2). Wu et

al. (1993) also presented an internally consistent data

set for the mineral properties. At the mineral–melt

equilibrium conditions, these data constrain the proper-

ties of bulk silicate liquids. However, they provide no

information on the relative abundance of the species.

3.3. Thermodynamic data

Heat capacities for the melt species were obtained

by combining heat capacities of the components



Fig. 2. Phase relationships in the system Na2O–SiO2. Solid symbols are the experimentally determined mineral–melt equilibrium conditions.

These experiments were used to determine a second, independent set of thermodynamic properties for the melt species. These properties were

used to reproduce mineral melt equilibrium conditions (open symbols).

Table 2

Standard state thermodynamic properties of silicate melt species at

25 8C and 1 bar

Species Estimateda From speciation

datab
From mineral–melt

equilibriac

Enthalpies (J/mol)

Si2O4 �1844109 �1844109 �1844109

Na2Si2O5 �2458850 �2460907 �2464252

Na4Si2O6 �3073733 �3071044 �3075727

Na6Si2O7 �3658200

Entropies (J/mold K)

Si2O4 34.86 34.86 34.86

Na2Si2O5 136.56 124.77 124.31

Na4Si2O6 194.28 194.12 193.11

Na6Si2O7 234.26

a Estimates using properties of solids at the melting temperature

from Wu et al. (1993), enthalpies and entropies of fusions form

Richet and Bottinga (1986) and heat capacities from Richet et al.

(1984).
b Fitted using measured species abundances from Table 1.
c Fitted using mineral–melt equilibria summarized by Wu et al.

(1993).
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determined by Richet et al. (1984). Thus, for Q4 to Q1,

the values of Cp are 162.74, 263.34, 363.94 and

464.54 J/mold K, respectively.

In pure silica systems, thermodynamic properties

of the liquid can be obtained through the properties of

cristobalite and its enthalpy and entropy of fusion. In

sodium-free liquids, Si2O4 is the only species present,

and the properties of this species were quantified

directly from the properties of the bulk liquids. Taking

the data on cristobalite from Wu et al. (1993) and the

enthalpy and entropy of fusion from Richet and

Bottinga (1986), this yields an enthalpy and entropy

for the Q4 species of �1844109 J/mol and 34.86

J/mold K, respectively (Table 2).

For the solids Na2Si2O5 (NS2) and Na4Si2O6

(N2S2), the enthalpy and entropy of fusion are also

known (Richet and Bottinga, 1986). In contrast to the

pure silica system, liquids of the same compositions

consist of several species as reactions (1) and (2)

imply that at least three Q-species coexist. Spectro-

scopic data suggest, however, that the Q3 species

forms most of the NS2 melt (e.g., Mysen and Frantz,

1993). Thus, the properties of Q3 are closely

approximated by the properties of the solid phase

plus the enthalpy and entropy of fusion (Table 2).
Assuming that Q2 is the dominant species at the

composition N2S2 (as suggested from the NMR data

of its glass, see, for example, Maekawa et al., 1991),
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the properties of the Q2 species can also be

approximated by the properties of solid Na4Si2O6

and the enthalpy and entropy of fusion. Bulk liquid

properties were used to constrain the fitting of the

spectroscopic data at the temperature of fusion.
4. Quantification of thermodynamic properties

Thermodynamic properties of silicate melt species

can be obtained through two approaches, making use

of (1) the speciation data or (2) constraints from phase

equilibria and mineral properties. We used both

approaches independently to permit a comparison of

the results and, thus, an evaluation of the thermody-

namic model. In both cases, the data on Si2O4 was

taken as a starting constraint.

4.1. Thermodynamic properties from speciation data

At equilibrium, the change in the free energy for

reactions (1) and (2) is zero, and, thus

DGT ¼ DGo
T þ RT lnK ¼ 0 ð4Þ

where DGT
o is the change in the standard state free

energy at the temperature T, R is the gas constant and

K is the equilibrium constant of each reaction. For

reaction (1), DGT
o is given by

DGo
T ¼ G

oQ2

T þ G
oQ4

T � 2G
oQ3

T ð5Þ

and the equilibrium constant K is given by

K ¼
aQ2aQ4

a2
Q3

ð6Þ

where aQ
i is the activity of the species i in the melt.

Assuming ideal mixing (i.e., no excess free energy of

mixing), the equilibrium constant becomes

K ¼
xQ2xQ4

x2
Q3

ð7Þ

where xQ
i is the mole fraction of the species i. Similar

equations can be written for reaction (2). By using the

spectroscopically determined abundances of xQ
i at

various temperatures and compositions, the standard

state properties of the species can be fitted at Tr by

substituting Eqs. (5) and (7) into Eq. (4) and using
constraints from the free energy of fusion of the

solids.

4.2. Thermodynamic properties from phase equilibria

Equilibrium between minerals and melts requires

that the chemical potential A of a component be the

same in both phases. For instance, for melts in

equilibrium with cristobalite

lcristobalite
Si2O4

¼ lmelt
Si2O4

ð8Þ

Similar equations can be written for the other

species and the corresponding mineral phases. In a

melt where ideal mixing is assumed and using pure

mineral phases, Eq. (8) implies that

Gsolid
i ¼ HL

iTr
þ
Z T

T r

CL
Pi
dT � T

 
SLiTr þ

Z T

T r

CL
pi

T
dT

!

þ RT lnxi ð9Þ

where the exponent L refers to the properties in the

liquid. Thus, fitting the thermodynamic properties

requires that xi be defined at each experimental point.

This can be achieved by solving a non-linear set of

four equations, including a mass balance equation, the

sum of the mole fractions and the two equilibrium

conditions between the melt species given by Eqs. (1)

and (2). As the latter two equations are, in turn,

dependent on the thermodynamic properties of the

species, these equations need to be solved simulta-

neously with Eq. (9). For the solution to be unique,

data also need to be constrained by the abundance of

the melt species at the mineral–melt equilibrium

conditions.
5. Results

For each species in the melt, two sets of parameters

are obtained using the two approaches mentioned

above (Table 2). Values of these parameters for Q1

could not be obtained from speciation data, as these

do not extend to sufficiently high Na2O contents for

the Q1 species to have significant concentrations.

The values of the thermodynamic parameters

obtained with the speciation data and the phase

equilibrium data are within a few percent of each



Fig. 3. Change in the abundance of melt species as a function of the

composition at the mineral–melt equilibrium temperatures. Open

symbols represent measures values and solid lines are calculated

using thermodynamic properties for melt species obtained by fitting

phase equilibria.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the measured speciation and the

species abundances calculated using thermodynamic properties

obtained from phase equilibria. The close fit of the data by the

model shows that information from phase diagrams can be used to

accurately model the speciation of the melt.
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other and close to the values estimated using the solid

phases and the entropies and enthalpies of melting

(Table 2). This is remarkable as the databases used to

fit the parameters provide completely different infor-

mation. To evaluate the accuracy with which melt

species can reproduce properties of the melt at the

various experimental conditions, we used the two sets

of fitted thermodynamic properties to reproduce the

experimental data from which they were obtained.

The thermodynamic properties of the species

obtained by fitting the measured species abundances

(column 2 in Table 2) are compared to the actual

values (from Table 1) in Fig. 1. The plots in Fig. 1

show that the experimental data are accurately

reproduced at all temperatures and compositions.

Thus, over the conditions under investigation, the

properties of the melt species and the assumptions

made in the thermodynamic model permit a reliable

description of the changes in the species abundance of

the melt.

In Fig. 2, we evaluate the accuracy with which this

speciation model reproduces the experimentally deter-

mined phase diagram over the compositional range

investigated. In this case, we used the thermodynamic

properties for the species obtained by fitting the

mineral–melt equilibrium data (column 3 in Table 2).

Calculations reproduce the experimental conditions

within a few degrees over the entire compositional

range. As for the speciation data, no systematic

temperature or compositional effect on the quality of

the fit is apparent. The largest deviations are observed
where the liquid is in equilibrium with quartz as

significant amounts of Na are present in the melt, yet,

the solid only constraints the properties of Si2O4.
6. Discussion

The results in Figs. 1 and 2 suggest that in the

Na2O–SiO2 system, the speciation approach accu-

rately reproduces the thermodynamic properties of the

bulk liquid and, thus, the phase equilibria and the
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speciation data over the range of temperature and

composition over which the parameters were fitted.

Information on melt speciation is available only for a

limited number of binary and ternary systems as the

Raman spectra of chemically complex liquids cannot

be resolved. Thus, the model is only useful if the

thermodynamic properties for melt species, deter-

mined by fitting mineral–melt equilibrium data, can

be used to quantify the speciation.

We used the thermodynamic properties of the

species, determined from phase equilibrium data, to

calculate variations in the speciation as a function of

the composition at the temperatures at which solids

and liquid co-exist (Fig. 3). Results of these calcu-

lations were compared to the spectroscopically deter-

mined speciation data. Except for small discrepancies,

the calculated speciation can closely reproduce the

abundance of the species. In particular, the variation in

the speciation with composition is clearly reproduced.

It is interesting to note that the Q3 species appears to

be less stable than Q2, which is consistent with the

fact that Q2 should have lower configurational entropy

because of its symmetry.

The measured and calculated changes in the

speciation as a function of temperature at various

compositions are compared in Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, the

thermodynamic data used for the calculation are those

determined by fitting the phase diagram. From these

plots, it appears that the temperature dependence of

species abundance is remarkably well reproduced

with this model. This is true at any composition and

for all the species considered in this study. The

applicability of this model to other systems, and

particularly to multicomponent systems remains to be

evaluated.

The results in Figs. 3 and 4 show that thermody-

namic properties derived from phase equilibria accu-

rately reproduce the compositional and temperature

variation of the speciation. This result has several

implications. First, it strongly supports the validity of

the thermodynamic model. In particular, it shows that

ideal mixing between melt species is a valid assump-

tion in the temperature and compositional range

investigated. Thus, the benefit of adding structural

information to the thermodynamic model is that it

largely overcomes the necessity of using interaction

terms. It cannot entirely substitute their use, as

interaction terms are necessary to describe liquid–
liquid immiscibility (Hovis et al., 2004). Second, it

shows that we can extract accurate information on the

melt speciation from mineral–melt equilibrium

assemblages, i.e., the thermodynamic properties

determined from phase diagrams can be used to gain

insight into the speciation of the melt. This implies

that even in the absence of detailed spectroscopic

data, e.g., in multicomponent systems, the speciation

of the melt and speciation dependent properties can be

constrained.
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